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acoustofluidic devices using detachable
electrodes made from PCB
Roman Mikhaylov,a Fangda Wu,a Hanlin Wang,a Aled Clayton,b Chao Sun,c
Zhihua Xie,d Dongfang Liang,e Yinhua Dong,f Fan Yuan,g Despina Moschou,h
Zhenlin Wu,i Ming Hong Shen,j Jian Yang,j Yongqing Fu,k Zhiyong Yang,l
Christian Burton,ab Rachel J. Errington,b Marie Wiltshireb and Xin Yanga
Correction for ‘Development and characterisation of acoustofluidic devices using detachable electrodes
made from PCB’ by Roman Mikhaylov et al., Lab Chip, 2020, 20, 1807–1814, DOI: 10.1039/C9LC01192G.The authors regret that the microfluidic channel dimensions in the “PCB-SAW fabrication and experimental setup” section of
the original manuscript were incorrect. The correct microfluidic channel dimensions are 15 mm × 200 μm × 60 μm for length,
width and height, respectively.
The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.l Society of Chemistry 2020
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